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Last Spring three members of
the faculty were evaluated for tenure. Professars Boretz, French, .
and Kollett went through t~e
lengthy review pracess outimed by
the Walter document a~d were .
recomm'e·rrded for tenure by ~he1r
respective Divisional E~aluat1on
Committees (D .E.C.} and the
College Review Committee
.
(C.R.C.). President Leon Botstem
then ,granted them tenure.
On May 21, 1976, President
Botstein sent a memorandu m to
üie Board of Trustees a!"d Ba~d
Faculty asking for cons1derat1Qn
and op en d iseussi on of th re e recomrilendat ions.
_
·_a) The maintenanc e ?f the
tenure system.
\ b) A general moratorium <;>n the
granting of tenure for f1ve
. years.
·
.
e) The recognition and creat1on
of Faculty appointmen ts
" - known as Lectureship s. These
ap.pointmen ts ... would ~e renewable appointmen ts without tenure for a fixed term.
These lectureships would be
offered to individuals upon
the denial of tenure. Th ere
would be no presumption of
renewal and such a renewal
could come only after a regular pracess of faculty evalua- _
tion.
These recommend ations Vfe,re born out of President Botstem s
concern that the present tenure
level of 71% was"The maximum
level tha.t the institl!tion should per-_
mit,"given a potent1al ~low or non-growth enrollment durmg the next
two decades.
The memorandu m stated that
"the problem with ~xcessive !evels
of tenure ... is that 1t f!lak~s 1t very
difficult for Bard to bnng m new
faculty and to generate a healthy
counter-bal ance to a first rate
· tenured and stable faculty."
What is ter;wre?Ten ure does not
mean that a faculty member c~n~ot
be fired. The American Assoctat10n
ofU niversity Professars (A .A.U ·:P.) ,
to which the faculty at Bard belong,
has establishe.d guidelines for the
dismissal of faculty upön proof of
~~ conduct seriously detrimental
to the welfare of the institution,
incompeten ce, prolanged inability to perform his(her duties"
or under extraordma ry
~i·r~umstances,_betause of

financial exigencies. This means
that if a faculty member does
not meet contractual requirements, or if the college becomes monetarily unable to
support the fa~ul ty th ey ~an be
dismissed. Th1s howeverISa
difficult pracess and can be
_ap peal ed. _
·
Coritractual tenure was ·
originaiJy established in the
1890's in order to proteet
faculty from capricious d.is~issal
by administrato rs. At th1s t1me the
theory of evolution, along with
radical economic ideas, were
bei ng expressed by some univer- ·
· sity professors. Some of these
me n were d ism issed because of
their id eas. I n order to pro~
- teet the academic freedom;
the pursuit of truth in an o~en
market without fear of repnsal;
tenure was initiated.
Tenure now is stiil used to proteet the academic freedom of
faculty. Many of the non -tenured
j unior faculty at Bard ~eel th.at
their ability to express 1deas IS hampered because they have to be careful not to alienate their colleagues or the administrat ion, in .
order to make sure they keep their
jobs. One faculty member did not
even want his name used because ._,
he felt that the issue of tenure was
"very touchy ." This has I ed ~ome
faculty to feel that they are 1.n a
positian to give less than t!'lelr best
to the growth of the College.
Another anonymous faculty me~
ber said, I feel ata disadvanta!{e m

my ability to speak freely on Important issues. The lack of tel]ure

can also have an effect of caustng
stagnation within the faculty because of the constant need to
"play politics."
·
.
lf lcd:ureships , as Leon Botstem
has suggested, were implemente d,
the question arises as to whether or
· not those men and women would
feel able to express their ideas without guar3n~ee of acade~ic fre(~dom,
and therefore circumvent th~ new
blood"idea that they were h1red
for?Would Bard even be abi~ to.
attract faculty for lectureshtps , 1f .
academ ie freedom we~e n<;>t. g~aran
teed, given that other tnstttut1ons ·
dö offer tenure tracts? lf lectureships were renewt!a how would . this
bring in new faculty?The y would
stiil be the same faculty . They stiil

migh~ feel stifled in expresst!lg
~
their 1deas and the school mtght - stiil stagnate. Are lectureships really
a viable alternative to the problems
of tenure?
Dean Grace Allen said, Tenure

is an essentia/ ingredietJt in the
academic environment to the eK. tent that one needs a stability
factor. What does this mean? In

order for philosophica l and academic consistency to occur a
long term core wtthin an academic division is necess;;try. lf a
lot of ideas for change are expressed
someone is needed to carry thern
through. This cannot be done by
faculty who cor;ne and go everv
few years. It must be done b~ long
term faculty, the u hard core . '
Dean Allen added to her state~
ment Stability can degenerate into
stagn~tion .... if constant review and
eval uation is not adequate .. What
is toprevent a.r.rofessor from al- _
lowing himself/ herself to become ·'
Jess than academicall y current once
he/she acquires tenure. He/sh.e can
only be dismissed upon ~ross mcompetence , mo~al turplt~de.or financial exigenctes. Herem lles
the pracess and problems of
evaluation .
An incoming tenure track
faculty member works for a twoyear probationar y period. At t~e
end of that period, the teacher 1s
evaluated by the D.E.C. and C.R.C.
These committees review the teacher
and make recommend ations to. ~he
College President for te.hire or dl.smissal. These evaluat1_gns can go on
for up to seven years, every two years. lf not given tenure after
seven years, the in~ividual must be
terminated accordmg to A.A.U .P.
guidelines: It was felt by L~on Botstein, Grace Allen, Peter Sktff, Terry
Dewsnap and Mark Lytle, that
those revlew committees are only o,s
· good as those people who make
them up. Peter Skiff said ~ha~ it is
very hard for facUlty to objectlvely
evaluate a colleague with whom
they work with, probably like and
know weil. Thereis always a level
of empathy with the appi icant.
I have never seen someone who

should be tenured, or someo_ne
who should be dismi~ed, sa1d ~ro
fessor Skiff. In the fmal analysrs
evaluation is, therefore, Vf!ry sub- .
jective and involves a great deaL ot
emotional and gut feelmgs about
the worth of an individual. Mark
Lytle 'thought that in order to.
better guarantee the b~s! e_~ss1ble

candidate for each position, perhaps a qualified outside evaluator
might be brought in. Professor
Dewsnap felt that self-regulati on
is necessary. Leon Sotstein would
like the criteria fore'valtratio n much
more specific. In order to maintain
the high quality of academics at
' Bard, better evaluation of faculty
.is essential. How would abolishment of tenure, tenure quotas,
lectureships~ serve the end of good '
evaluation?
In order to maintain academic
viability for tenured faculty members, exchange programs w1th other
institutions, faculty dev~lopment
programs, such as the Kellogg
grant, and encouragem~nt of productive sabbaticals have been
studi ed.
The next question that must be
considered in the evaluation of ·
whether tenure rs ·a problem, is the
question of power. Who should
control the power to create academic and philosqphica l direction
within the mstitutJOn. Pr,e sident
Sotstein said he believed, "power
is shared between faculty and the
president of the administrati on. "
Grace Allen agreed. Peter Skiff
and Terry Dewsnap felt it was
largely the responsibili ty of the
faculty to determine direction
of the college along with help '
from the administrati on.
.Js the issue tenure? Perhaps the issues a~e r.eally power,
maintenance of the institution
of tenure, proper evaluation, democracy, and morality? Will
simply calling a moratorium on
tenure and the extablishme nt
of lectureships solve this extremely
complicated problem? \Vhat
are the implications of the aetions
we make, te rt or twenty years
·
from now? The _institution of
tenure is hereto stay. In this .
spirit President Botstein tabled
his recommend ations this fall.
Tenure does however present
very real problems now and in ,
the future. Sol utions for these
problems must be found in order
to guarantee the high academic
qua(ity that will attract future
students to Bard. Administrat ors,
faculty, and studentS' need to
work together toward tJi1s end.
In the words of Leon Botstein,

The challenge of tenure is not
its abolition but rather how to
make the system work. ,

Kim C. Graves

to enli~t support for an impo~tani .,_ "_ ·· ·""'·' ---_student organization. -,_ n
ISC isa statewide association
Last semester the re. was a
· Parnassus Book Shop of
. . of students ~epresenting the 1 07 ..
petition to determine if there
Rhinebeck wil! open its new
prlvate
colleges
and
universities
in
was interest at Bard in developgallery on November 15 with .a
New York. We are dedicated to the
ing a Women.'s Studies Program.
show ing of The Mexican Port· ~ id ea that _the private sector; because
folia of Paul Strand, anda ·
Roughly two hundred signatures
of
its
diversity
·and
special
resources,
of prints by Leonard
series
were collected. A similar petition
servesa unique ·educational function,
Baskin.
was written this semester with '
a function not served by the private
_,
PauJ Strand, along with
evcn mare posi.tive results: about
. Steiglitz, Steichen, Westan and
sector ( SUNY, CUNY, and the ·
half the Bard students signecf it.
Cunningham pioneered photocommunity college system.) We be~Now, W6men Studies is.
graphy
as a major art form. The
lieve that all New York stäte stua priority of the S tudent S,entwenty prints of The Mexican
dents
should
have
the
opportunity
_
ate. The Feminist
Alliance has
Portfolio stand as a testimony to
· to take advaritage 'of a private edujoil)ed forees w1ith the Ed l!cahis consummate att and humanity.
1
cation,
regardless
of
financial
backtional Policjcs Co nim itteef
'
Leonard Baskin has been ,
and together 1 the two groups
ground. Private schools,such as -Bard,
recbgnized as a master of paint- ·
have·written a formai proposal .
are particularly threatened by the
ing, sculpture, lithography and
that will bepresented to the
continuing economic crisis, by" pro-_·book desitsn. His subject matter
faculty at large at its N~v~mber
jected d eel ines in stüdent enrollment,
is often dtsturbingly beautiful. !
17th meeting. lf the propqsal
The cqllection of hiS prints show n
and
by
the
inequitable
allocation
of
is approved by the faculty it · ·
at Parnassus originally appeared
state monies to public secto,rs.tuwill be used to solleit fu,nds
at the Boston Museum, and
dents. ISC seeks to -meet these chalfor the establishment ora'
is representative of his finest
lenges to private education.
Women 's Studies major .. :
work.
,
l)uring the past month, Scott
The purpose of Wom·en's
'The Strand~Baskin exhibit
Porter and I attended two meetings
Studies is to. examine the role
. will be on display at Parnassus
of ISC's Executive Board, after
of women, to re-examine ihe
. until January 15.
Porter, erstwhil~ advocate.of fiscal
bodies of knowledge we already' .
accountability; assur ed me that this
have from aJeminist perspective/
venture, uniike other excursions of
and to resea~ch areas to e~and ~
.
late, met with full Senate support~
the knowledge about 'Yom,~n. :, ·
8oth of us were impressed by the
Questions, such as the following .·•
people at ISC and their plans for the
need to be explored: What is· ~ ·
- future. ISC members have already
the status an'd role of women in ...
propesed outlines of action to New
this and other soeleti es? HÖw
·'
York
's Regents, and have worked
did this role develqp?What,con-The ARTS jOJRNAL
out an extensive lobbying effort
announces its·annual National
tributio'ns.hq.ve women made
:
for the up'coming session of the LegPoetry Competition; open to
throughout history in art, science;
all poets with in 'the continenta-1
islature.
,
·
politics?Why is this culture so · ·
U .S. Twenty-five prizes awarded,
The legislative program was a
male-dominated and male-oriented?
including $1 OO First Prize.- Comone.
However,
it
becarrie
appar·
·good
How can this be changed?"'fhese ·
p-etition' judged by nationallyent
that
the.
poliiieal
el
out
of
N'ew
··
are questi ons- rarely, if evefJ asked
rek.nowned poet john Beecher.
York
's
private
student
body
was
in deyeloping traditional ag_9-demi~
Enti::Y deadline Nov. 15. For
_,.",;not b~ing mustered behfnd the prodisciplines. In broadening·the. -.,
information and rules.z.. write: '
. . -."-..-::; posals:. Trained by the cruciblescope of our education it is im-.
Poetry Editor, The AKTS
like pressures of student power polportantto study women as weiL as
JOURNAL , 324 Charlotte st.,
me n.
Asheville~ NC 28801.
itics at Bard,my associate, Porter,
It is unfortuante that there is a
and I quickly grasped the verities of
. need to have Women 's Studies. It
the situation at hand. Our combined
is obscene that we need to develop
steel-trap inteileets presently clinched
a program to insure that what we
the issue by suggesting that ISC
learn does not exclude over half ot
ealleet
data on the private sector 's ·
the. population. Though it would bc·
positive impact on the stagnating .
. .,.,_ldeal tn say, We don' t need to have _
economy of New York State. Such
.
separate elasses abou{ women'
data, weil used, could infl uence leg. it is r.~ot possible at this time be. cause women are. excluded from the
islators as they vote on the financial
focus of .educatiori andlfrom most
ISC proposals.
.We all take it for granted, wheth~r
as peets of our culture. Th us far,
ISC 's Executive Board voted
it be in the day or the night- fall, winour educations have been only ·
to have Ba.rd chair an ad-hoc comter, spring or summer -and year
about men 's studies: what men
mittee on _ec()nomic impact. Our
after y,ear. With modern-day aids
have .d one, what knowledge they
plan is to analyze the economic imhave compiled, etc. There isa
and conveniences in the ease of
pact of Bard in the local Northern
need for a balance. We are Jookliving, the inventions which have
Dutchess County area. How much
ing forward toa time when this
brought about the change of
imbala,nte is not a probleml and
does the college contribute to the
which the human being so libwe are hoping that Women s
.
health of the Jocal economy!What
erally indulges, and the modern
Studies will, be a step in moving:
would hap~pen' if Bard closed its doors
conveniences which we s·o take
.
.
tow.ards that goal.
or if enrollment d eel ined substanfor granted, may in the long haul,
tially?fhis analysis could be conductbe our ultimatein defeat for lack
Nancy Schiff
ed while the other private .institutions
of the same. I refer to Energy
of Dutchess County-V assar, "Bennett,
Ed. note: As the artide states,
and mare specifically to the Conthe faculty wi/1 vote on the
Marist, C.LA.- are studied. Hopefulservation of Energy.
Womens' Studies Program a
ly, the da.ta collected will prove ISC's
Whether we speak of gaso-·
week from today. The deCision
underiving premise that New York
Iine for .automobiles and trucks;
, should be a reflection of the
cannot do without the private sector.
fuel oil for our heating systems,
students' s desire for such a .
President Sotstei n, V ice-Presidiesel engines, or conversiü"n to
program, as weil as the faculty's
dent (/avid Wagner; Professor Adams,
other forms of power such as
opinion. This Is only passib/e
and variaus econam ies students havc
. electricity i or native coal ~ all of
if teachers hear from the students,
already expressed interest in the pro- ·
which we subject ·our lives to so
and the greater the number of
posal. We are working with the ad- .
vocal students, the mare carel!nconsciously in our daily living
mini_strat,ign_Josecure funging,
fully considered the deeis/on wi/1
. patterns, that we are scarcely
matched by lSC, so that a group ot
be. lf you agree with the impor. aware of the vast arnount of
·
tance of having a Women 's
students cduld live at Bard during
waste - energy waste. We as
this field .period, and conduct inStudies Program designed to
individuals rapidly tend to for- '
halanee the focus of our educadepth economic and political re.
get the 197 4 energy crisis .of only
tion, or if you disdgree, /et your
· search. The propesed plan will serve
a short two years ago, when
teachers know how you feel before
as a model for other schools in re- ·
next Wednesday.
waiting lines were long at the gas- ·
gions across the state. It isa good
oline pumps, the voltages on the
chanee for any interested student
electric services was being reduced,
to learn about economic research
and deliveries for heating fuel oil ,i
and to have the findings .of such re-- were being made
only on a
search published. ·
This semester's first Observer
-and
today,
we
priority·
basis
Anyone interested in working
carried an artici on Bard 's role in
pretend
not
to
notice
the
inflaton the Bard-ISC economic impact
New York 's Independent S tudent
ionary pric.es we pay at the gasostudy over winter field period, with
Coalition, and.a plea for student inline pump, the ever-increasing
the possibility of free food and exvolvement in same. Placed between
charges on the electric service
p~nses, is invited to apply for a posartici es about Mayan ruins constructbills, and the rising costs of fuels
itian on the study group. lf you are
ed by Annandale.'s own eccentric
for heat i ng and hot water.
interested,
please
drop
the
Student
patrician, J oh n Ch urch Cruger, and a
· Conservation is everyone 's
Senate
a
note
in
campus
mail
before
piece on the equal!y interesting artconcern
ancl required isa greWednesday, November 17.
. ifacts qished:-_ up by Saga,lnc .. , the
garious effort by all of us to rearticle· met wi"th little respo~nse~ Ful- ,
Peter Pratt
I duce the arnount of total consumed
ly mindful that interest in ISC 'will
energy. The simplest method of
be eclipsed by further archeological
conservation_i~ to eliminate
finds, I shall nonetheless attempt

Womentality

rar nassus News
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~

-.Poetry

So
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e
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energy waste, which does not reduce thesplendor of anyone 's
daily livelihood, nor 111 any way curtails any function of personal,
norma! activities.
Energy conservaiion ·is not
· new to Bard College, as the college
has been cognizant of the vast
waste up on the campus; and has
been working to conserve. · ·
all. energies for the past two years,
and in some areas, quite success. fully. We have reduced our consumption of electricity and the
arnount of heating oil burned, but
y.;e have to do much more, to
eliminate further wa'ste and to
partake of conservation ·of all
·,
forms~ yet, in the determined
practice of conserving, we must
not be interested in det_erring any
justifiable use necessary to daily
task of the individual or ihe
.
institution. We must, however,
discourage unnecessary waste and
propese some very positive
methods to be used in general
practice to help prod uce these
reductions.
·
1. Turn lights on only
when you need them and turn
them off when not needed ..
. , 2. 5et heatlng thermost~lts at 68° and leave them
at. one setting. 68° isa 'comfortable setting, and is f.ound to ·
bc much healthier than higher
settings. lf individuals find this
temperature personally caol,
add a light garment such as a
sweater for comfort. · ·
3. Close the. windows
d uri ng the heating season.
Open windows cause air heated by
one energy source or atfother to .
escape to the exterior.
' 4. Close doors after passing
through.
- ·
·
5. Refrain from wasting
hot wa_ter as it takes energy to
pump the water as weil as to
heat it.
6. El.iminate the use of
"Cfectric spaceneatei-s
por-.
table electric' appli~mces. Most
dormitory wiring will not
handie the increased electric
load caused by these high-use
appiianees and cause a very
dangerous fire threat, independent of the wasted energy that
they use.
.
.
7 .. Report faulty equipment
so that it might·b~ repaired,
such as windows that an~. broken,
or do not close, or air leaks or
drafts. In many cases, if youdo
not report, we have no knowledge of your problem, and
waste goes unknown.
8. Park the a:"utomob il es walk the campus and enJoy the
natural beauty. You will save
gasoline and perhaps enjoy something you missed before.
·
9. Be a good neighbor, and
point out to yqw colleag-ue, where
he is not practicing conservati<Jn,
and hope that he will help you
do the sam e. · We must work
together.
· :~
. In 1973, heating fuel oil
sold for 13t per gal., gasoline ,
was selling for 34~ per ga]. at
the pump, and electricity was
costing about l.St per KWH ori
the Bard College campus. Today,
a mere 3 years later heating fuel
_
oil is 40~ per gal., gasoline is
near 6öt per gal., and electricity
is,3.8~ per KWH used. Predictions are that the above'prices
will increase between 60% and·
70% by the end of 19Ti. The
federal government has stated
that we can expect con ii n ued
price increases from the o·it
'·
proc;iucing countries of the
Midc)le East, and where the U .s:.
was importing 17% of our oil ·
thre,e years ago, today, we are ·
importing 40% of our oi I, requirements. The increases ·
predicted are irrunediateiy ap-
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DANGER:

lnvolvement in the evaluation
and hirlng of faculty is far and
away the most significant single
avenue of student influence on the
character of the academic program
at Bard. Yet the present procedures
for the hiring and evaluation of
faculty are in danger of being
scrapped when they cotne up for
review· and renewal this spring be~
cause of lagging student partici.
.
pation.
The ptocess of faculty rev1ew
is divided between two facultystudent committees: the Divisional
Evaluation Committee and the College Review Committee. The D.E.C.,
wnich operates as four functionally
' separate departmental committees,
compiles a portfolio on each pro- ·
fessor up for review containing
sol icited student eval uations, oth~r
· opinions of students and faculty .
within the division, the committee's
own observations oli the profess:
or's class performance, and finaily a projectian of the professor's
futurevalueto his de'p artment
·
and division.
This 'data is submitted to the
College Review Committee, whieh
verifies the comprehensivness ot the
material and re-evaluates it in terms
of the broader interests and goals
of the College as a whole. Its final
recommendation regarding reap- ·
pointment, or re-appointment with
tenure, are submitted to the Presi-

I

I

continued from Page 2 ·

APATHY

Elections tJ fill the positions 01.
the Divisional Evaluations Com-'
mittee ind the College Review
Committee will be held Wednesday
~n<;l T~ursday.- Twelve student
positions {two representatives and
dent for fin.\1 action.
one alternate from each division)
Student members of the College
/ on the D. E. C. will be filled from
nominations of upper college
ReX~iew Committee al so serve on the
students enrolled at least one
Committee on Vacancies. This
semester. All students enrolled at
corrimittee.organizes and supervises
Bard at !east one semester are
subcommittee~ which seek out ahd
eligible to vote for representatives .
eval uate cand idates for ea ch ap point- •
ment to vacant positions on the
of their division.
Eight student positions (one
faculty. The evaluation of each
representative and one alternate
candidate will be based on an interof each division) on the C.R.C. will
view, a modellecture (whenever
be filled from nominations of upper
· possible), impressions of students
classmen enrolled at Bard at least
· wittrin the division, and an assess~
. one year. Students enrolled at
ment of that candidate's potential
!east one semester may vote for a
contribution to the curriculum and
representative from each division.
to the total Bard Community.
These elections will not be valid
This fall, four professars in the
uniess a majority of eligible stuAMDDF division and three proa
dents vote. Since the continuation
fessors in the Language .a nd Litof effective student input in the
erature Division, two professars in
seleetian and evaluation of faculty
Natural Science and Mathematics
may be threatened if the activities
Oivision, and one professor in the
of these committees are delayed
Social Science Oi vision are up for ,
by insufficient student participation
evaluation. In the sprin&, eight proin the election. it is· crit1cally im·
fessars in AMDDF, two m Lanportant that aH students avail
guage and Literature,' twa i~ Natthemselves ot the opportunity to
ural Science and Mathemat1cs and
vote in the D.E.C./C.R.C . elections.
·two' more professars in the Social
Sciences Divisions will undergo
Educational Policies Committee
eva I uat i on.

parant, as fuel heating oil has
increased 2t to 3t per month,
gasoline has increased very recently at the pump, and the
electric power companies are
asking for an increase effective
in early 1977. This wcek,
surveys show that we in the
Northeast are already paylng
the highest energy eos ts of anywhere else in theUnited States.
We urgcntly, ask every member of the college community to
rally with us, and help do their
part for conservation of all
energies. We urge all those in
classrooms, offiees and dormitories to join a task force, to
heJp us with promotion .of conservation methods; to help make
each of us more knowledgeable
and then to help reduce the use
of energy. Remember, anything
that can be saved in wasted
energy, may be gain ed somewhere else. Won 't you help?
Dick Griffiths

Dear Reader;
It is with shared concern I
enclose the following notes left
by my brother during his recent
stay in Long Island whilst leeturing there; we will, you may be
sure, keep this publication informed of any developments. Meantime, it is my privilege to_ con·-tihi.Je the regular questions &
answers column. -Manfred (von)
Bish.
..
· (Last notes of Dr. Wilhelm
Bish, found in the home of his
hosts, R.W. and Ida Salmon, ·
Port Washington, L.l.)

.

I

· lets ,put so-me of this in
third person ... the Salmons, in
good faith, invited Dr. 8. to be
·
house guest...
First house Dr. Bish has
· b.e en in for years! -lovely place ...
ah, three deserts in the refrigera- ·
tor, 2 with fresh raspberries, one
plam -I et 's have one, must be
made in anticipation of Dr. B 's
visit (no one home). But first
a walk by the Sound with the
<;Jog then some yoga, then the
big hot bath! Fmally, dessert
anda little lV ,how s that!?
L..et t.he dogs loose ~
Salmon 's do~, Deedee, never off
the chain. F1re ... oh,oh where's
the vent?Smoke all over, open
all the windows- too warm in
here anvwav- ah, raging fire.
Next door, lV and raspberry
gclatin. Wrapped in a big wool
blanket, wind howling through
the smokey house ... meat Jeft~
overs from the refrig. for the
dogs, up on the davenport . A
second r.aspberry gelatin. Leave
·
one, in casc.
Hosts suddenly return from
city ,screeches and halleri ng!. .. ·
Mrs. S. shoutin~. Who are you,

·
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A THREAT FROM DR, MOLIN IN
NEW YORK CITY

. ... dearly beloved of Dr. Wilhelm ·
Bish, we have detained the g_ood
doctor... (From a note rece1ved
· here, dated 10-29-76. Ed.)
· WHY HÄD'DR. MOLIN DETAINED DR BISH lN NEW YORK
CITY?!

who is this!?GET out! lie;,.out!

The lady of the house somehow
fe It violated by Dr. B 's presence ...
espec. Nippy biting her swollen
~nkles. Mr. S., a true gentleman,
tried to maintain calm and civilityserved sweetcakes and tea after
everything ealmed down, but
everyone too upset (by each
other), no one could eat, not eve n
Wilhelm apparently.
· Before bed - it was agreed he
and Nippy could spend the night · ·
Dr. B. tried to turn down the heatMrs. S. moved him to another. room ..

\

DR.,·BISH

.
quest1ons
.

'

·:

' & ·.
answers

pillows sinelled like S. bottom
sheet full of lj.ttle prickers. Silenee
·
settles over house ... he 's very
quiet with his pee jar ... Thoughts
of tomorrows lecture, not much

·

sleep.

Today's Bishery:
(From Barry Gorfain, N'ew
Haven, Conn.- in aletter com~
paring guns afld bicycles as ·-....
healthy hobby interests): /f

hunters want to pit themselves
agai'nst nature on an equal basls,
!et them go out into the woods
armed with the weapons
nature gave them·- strength, speed,
cunni~, fineernai/s and tee th. ..
~= .
BICY UN . !, Oct. '76.

Next Week
More from Dr. Bish in New
York, and: Product Reports.
Send your questions ... and
answers; any serious letters will
be published, depending on space,
etc.

i!
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-.··compiled by the EPC, the Ob;.
at~er interested students(espec1ally those
working in the field of sociolo- '
gy). J n us i ng an i nterview form at
the problem of small returns that
perpetually haunts questionnaires
could be ended. The critique
would be done several weeks be fore the end of a course and published in time for the nex_t semes·
ter's course listings ·
vvUt a minutel you say.

server , and any

-"!!"'---··J. . ...

. Picturc before you a disgus'ted. Bardian arriving horne
at Christmas. His friends ask
him how he liked his elasses
and he sighs deep ly. U pon ·f urther prodding he explains,"My
advisor clidn't know much about
elasses outside his department •
so I askeda few people what
they liked. The guy next door
told me that U nderwater Bas. -~ ketweaving 101 was great. He
didn't mention that it was his
major. Some girl in ,Dining Com- '
mons told me she'd heard that ·
Contemporary Clown was interesting. They were both bombs.
After a fev/ weeks J wished I
hadn't played Eenie- MeenieMinie~ Moe with the course
listings book but what else was
th ere to do ?"
Exaggerated though this
.
·
. may be the basic problem: is
very real. It is time for' the students of Bard to ~' share the
wcalth "by putting out their
own critique of courses. Such
a critique would discuss the
strength and weaknesses of departments and suggestions for
the improvements of elasses .
the value of the course to majors and non-majors would also be d iscu sed
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Specia/ thanks to William Wilson for
his obituary.

pu61idy

insulted' bc=
not 1ike' bei ng
·
·
caüse of this.
In regard to the(!J?~~!!er:s policy of printing almost anyfliTng th.at
is handed to them ..... wel1 1 while
1 d on 't strictly agree with it I fe el
it is infinitely supe~io_!: ~-~ -a. !!l~<2re - ·
of censorsli1p. Tt
r'epressive
a.llows a man to make a·total fo q l
,·Qf him~sel( topub!icly ~i.spi~Y. his
insipid riarrow-niindedness to all who can stomach his word.s.
Whether this is true in Mr. Sa]z.- ..
man 's case or in ·my caser or
both -----this, dear Reader, is for
you to deeide only as long as you
.
can read both sides.
Leonard J. Siiberstein

Aren't you stiil rea/ly relying
on the girl who th.ough~ the
course in Contemporary Cfown
was good because somebody to/d
, told her so? No, the .idea is to get
as many students as passib(e to

rate the elasses th ey are taki ng
on a 1-5 point scale and add useful suggestions to prospective
consumers.
Such a critique will help
teachers to advise students as
weil as providing accurate feedback on how his elasses are be-,
·ing received. Because commentary would be anonymous students could voice ncgatiye fcelings about elasses wlthou·t fearing some later retribution. A tcacher who hears from three con. secutive elasses that the leetu re
on Calcium Deposits is boring'
~.tudents to tears may substitute something of more interest.
- This proposal would -be a ·
time-consurning piece of work
but may prevent someone from
en rolling in American Heroes . _
önly to find· out that they must
spend 14 wee ks in a grinder.

......

\,

!-

needs boosting. ICwoulc( m;reyour Cflmpus, namely, a- ~ircle K
over, end that feeling of power!ess·
·
Club.
ness that is now so prevalen·t in the
(( What, "you m?Y ask, His a.
.
school, the root of most of the pro~.
rsi:Cir.cl~ K Club_?" W~ll, Ci~~[9 K
blems we have. The apathy preced-· "-,is an mternattonal colleg1ate
ing the election was evidence of this
organization dedicated to. com rl'! un- _
fee,!ing_i st.l!_c!.ent.~-~ _cgmp!air]J1> aga i nst
ity servic$. This; mea,ns t!J_atwe an~.-_.
'President Sotstein were born of this
involved in nlimerous types of .
same powerless feeling (This is not
volunteer, work, both on campus
· to say it is 11m rt ed to the school, it
and in the surrounding community:
is, we believe, the ma/ de siee/e of ·
Somc of the various types of work
the modern world). The develop~
that Circle K Cl ubs have don e fn
ment' of a Bard Bomb would charige
the past include adopt-a-grand,
To the Editor:
this, and, free of modern angst,
11
pro'grams, entertainment
parent
press''
tfie
in
lrresponsibility
every ·student would be able to devand physica!ly handmentally
of
was the cry raised by Mr. Salzman
elop and grow into .a responsible
run blood drives,
children,
icapped
in a letter to the Editor last issue.
adult, and to continue the asc.e nt
voter registration drives, helped
Mr. Salzman felt that the Observer
·
·-··
ofman.
out at major campus functioris,
was insulti;ng himself and his pe€r
. lf an average Princeton studmuch mare.
and
Editor:
group by printing opiniOQS that
To the
ent can do it, so can an average
But, Circle K is not just a
The-Issu-es current!i disctissed
.
reflect an obviously diametrically
Bardian. We are just as brilliant as
organization . . It is also
service
vehehe
and
opposed vicwpoi·nt)
by the Bard, comtl)unity - pets,_hot
they . The construction of a Bomb
organizatipn. We have .
social
a
mently degraded the paper and .
water, peer coun~elors,_~nd , cor.rals,_
.would provide Work-study employpicnics, camping trips,
parties,
are all valid despite the1r seemrng
sland ered the "critics"who were .
ment for several students, employinterclub activities, 'a nd t~o COI'J· trivia!ity·. Yetl m~st carlTo -your
quoted)n .a review about the
m~nt that is bad ly needed.
ventions ·a year. These conventions
reader 1s attentlon a far greater
faculty art show.
Within a year it is likely that
kre the social highpoints of tf;le year
. I do not really objcct to the ·
issue that trufy concerns us all. In·
traditional intramural warfare, that
. as they türn out to be virtually
question, Biird 's
deed ' it.calls . i.nto
slander (and yes, I admit it; not
)
.
is, such games as 'soccir~ will be as .
coritinous parties, with the added
very ex1stence as a- chang_1 n_gJ dyonly ~ere my quotes used in tbe
outdated as the rapier. What will
sidetine or being an administranamic and influential institution.
review but two of the quotes Mr.
we do if Vassar gets the Bomb?
tive and educational fuction. This
renewspä-pers
- Recently the
Salzman misquoted were mine ),
How then will webargain for elasses
past years conventions wt::re held
Princeton
average
an
that
ported
viewpoint.
Salzman's
Mr.
to
but
in the e ross registration program?
in Albany, N.Y. and Washington,
student majori n~ in physics had ~re-.
Beinga liberal,he obviously believes .
What would happen if, as is likely,
D.C. while this years will be in
m
reputedly
bomb,
··
-,
atomic
·
an
ated
liberty.
in
than
mo re in /ibera/ism
the Albany College of Pharmacy
Liberty, N.Y. and Kansas City,
order to prove how easy it is for terFreedom of the press is fine so long
acquires nu_clear capability before
.
. ~Mo..
rorists to acquire a nuclear arsenal.
as it agrees with_him; when it ceases
Bard does? These chilling questions
With over 800 clubs throughfeelthe true ramifications
. Yet
to do so it then becomes ·irresponsipoint but the need for. immediate
out theUnited s'tates, Canada,
of this student 's·1iroject has, horribble and indiscrimin~te publishing.
action by school authorities·. the
and the Carribean, Circle K has •
Mr.
,
enraged
so
tl)i~:
that
Realize
review
The·
- ly, been overlooked.
importance of beginning the Hegebeen striving.in the words of
Salzman was j ust a .collection c;tf .
Princeton now has the bomb. Th!n"~ -- ,_ - man Project.
·
International Theme, to
our
the
have,
not
opinions' and views; ,i t was comof that .. · Bard does
Th_us apathy, student unrest
Make an lmpact oo Life But
posed of extemporaneous comments
bomb. Think of that. How can
and unemployment can be cured;
we need more clubs a,nd. members 1
that the paintings generated. · There
Bard continue in its tradition of acaand Bard will preserve its autonoorder to really make an impact
in
was no criticism of Art .(that saered
demic lead~rship ·when it is ·so·very
my, and continue 'to be an institulife. That is why J ,a m ca!ling
on
deity to whom. the tank-traps on
· much outmatcheel by Princeton?
tion to be reckoned with, but only
you, the students Of l~ard
on
nor
collast
dedicated),
e
the
the chapei lawn.ar_
Wi-11 we be.left behind,
if we build a Bard bomb. It is the
to help Circle K Mak~ an
College,
.wa~ there criticism of the Art delege to give meaning to its intel/econly way; the way of the future. Jt :
L;ife. lf you would Iike
on
lmpact
partment, nor of Artists in general;
• · tual e/out ? Dynamic th in ~i~g I_!.I~S~_
act
must
we
But
is easily done.
or would like more
club,
a
sta'rt
to
there was a collection of opinions
be backed up by aynamiü:, or else
now; forthereis not much time.
information, please write to;
regarding the works exhibited. I,
it is quibbling in the face of guns.
Paul Ca~roll
·
Pete Hanson
· for one do not like .being on the
We must have a deterrent to t~e bultheEditor:
To
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
..
Lt. Gov. Capital-Hudson Division
f h
·outside'of artistic «in-]okes" (just
.
ly i ng of 1mperialistJc umv~rs1t1es.
..0 neo t e many P.urposes
NYDCKI
And will new students seek admisas I do not like plays on dance
SUNY Albany
of the Letters to the Ed1to~ col· t a nuclear _ry backward edrecitals that are so esoteric that I
· umn of school newspapers ts to
·
5100
State Quad, Box 1620
1 · ·t t.10 7
don't understand' the intermission), ,
·· . -- ···· · · · ·- -,..,.~ ~mäke the students aware of what
u !'1· ·.
ucatiOn_a_)!l~tJ
Albanv, NY. 12222
and if ittakes a B.A. in Art to under·
is missing on the campus. There-Now' I ap peal to what little
I hope to hear from some
stand what appears to be a~tistic
this
take
to
like
ould
I
. school s~~flt Bard has left. True, . . fi
·
soon.
you
of
of
f
·
.
w
. B.S. then I doubt I shall ever be on
o,re,
.
the devel9pment of the bomb
Hanson
Pete
would grea:tly boost mo~ale, whJ~h- ~ . opportumty to m orm. Y?U
the el inside"of these "jokes." I do
·-:::~-~;;-;- .· -~ what J bel,~1ve to be m1ssmg on
LET:TE~S Cootin.!J.,ed on ,P..a~e 9
·Page 4
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NECQOPiiiLIA
Faculty by himself
ELLSWORTH P. SQU EAZ ER, ed.
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Lora Jacobs, alleged victim of
the Wardens'Gang Shower Disaster,
has in fact only recently died of an
advanced infection uf undiselased
nature. Representatives at Northern
Dutches$ County Hospital areata
loss to expiain several of the un usual side-effects of their treatment of
Lora 's infection. They refused to
comment on the fact that Lora became invisible for the last ninety
minutes of her life, and that during
that relatively brief unobservable ~·
interval, she not only became pregnant, but progressed in that concjition through her twenty-fifth week,
carrying her unborn child to her end.
Rumors among the nurses indicate that the C/A was som!(how
involved, and that Lorawas a guinea·pig for some new gerrn warfa·re
chemical experir:nent.~o one nas
vigoröusly opposed this explanation
th us far. Although the doctors that
handled Lora were not available,
their associates were more than
willing to d iseuss the cause of the
· infection. Reticent to~ step beyond
the barriers of what was obviously
an unimaginative cover story, based -.
strictly on common knq,\:Vledge of
Lora's occasional bizarre·behavior,
they attributed the infection to
either of two possible sources: lead
pencils or doorknobs. They flatly
~
refused to elaborate.
. Lora's ashes have been dispersed within a pink helium birthday
balloon belonging to Theo jolosky.
Resp ee ts may be pa id when and if
Theo ·returns; he was last seen drifting northeast over the gym, cl(mching the string with one hand while
undressi(lg himself with the other,

BANANA

·

-

.

~·

-

Kristin Bundesen pTümmetted
sixty-two feet to her death, Sunday,
in the involuntary service of the
drama departmerit. I nv.i ted to jo in
J.C.Brõtherhood on the Hegeman
foof to watch the sunset, she complied exuberarüly. Ubservers on the
scene noted that she seemed genu- ,
inely surprised when J .C., shrewdly
cou'nting on the element of terrified
paralysis, grabbed her by the throat,
tore her clothes off, doused her protesting form with gasoline, ignited
her, and latmehed her in a blazing
arctci a resounding smack on the
ground below. J.C. nearly exploded
himself,( with excitement ), as he
scra'mbled.down the fire escape,
shouting," Magnifico! It 'sa take!''
It then became clearly evident that
Kfistin 's fina! finale, her particularly painful impromptu performance,
had been i.mmortalized on celluloid.
The 16mm color footage has been
spliced into a fifteen second filmloop, which will be shown in rear
projectian as a special effect for an
original'play by Ray Benkoczy.
Brian Keane has already been east in
the leading role of this anxiously
awaited spectacle, presently untitled,
in which all of the characters mistaf<enly believe themselvesto be
mo/lusks. Kristi n 's remain s are bei ng
· stored until the play 's opening in ·
late March, at which time she will be
devoure<;f .by the east in five sittings;
four nights and a matinee.

·- .
The tragic demise of the ' Obser~
~ ver drama critic, Peter l_<osewski
occurre~ last weekend rn Prestan

a!~~r~~te.ly_ c.~ckling d~rn9ni~a,l~l),~f__ , ~~H~~.I dur.rng the new Larry S ach aro_~
rec1tmg Willram Blake 's3ongs of
'
fnnocence.
.?-

William Wilson, tch_ eng, hopefully passed away, Tlll:lr 'p m or Fr i
~am. May he rip.
·T

The mysterious disappearance
of sophomore transfer student Kim
Graves l·ast Friday has finally been
expiained. His decapitafcd corpse
was discovered washed ashote late
Monday afternoon onCruger's Island. Eighteen hour's of exhaustive
police dredging eventua~y produced
the head, its peculiar density having
forced it deep i11to_the mud bottom.
Extensive bloating5ind water-logging
made positive identYf\iation extremely difficult. lndeed, ifKim 's assassins had not thoughtfu\ly nailed his
glasses in place prior to~illing him,
identification would nqt have been
possible at all. His]ingerprints had
been rendered indi~tinguishable. All
his ha ir had either fallen out or dissolved. His facial features had been
mutilated ·a nd disfJRured beyond recognition with a ba\l:~~en hammer.
Dental procedures wefi useless be- .
cause his mouth had been filled in ·
·
with concrete: ·, • ~- ~
Detectivcs f(Õm hom ici de complairi that the mu~~ tnay never be
salved; Kim had apparently been engaged in current h~te~debates with
virtually evet~yon~-that knew him,
regardless of topi_g, opinion, or indisputable facts. ~Motivation, ''
said one investigator 111 is the one
painfully obvious asp~t of the
~- ..f
case. "
No one hasJjid daim to Kim's
swollen form yetjNo one is likely
to . Consequently, t\\ere are no funera! arrangementstöspeak of. In
any case, no one has expressed wishes to attend anythingof the sort.
~ -.....:;_§

product1?n öf f!YE_ BYE B_JRf:?!E,
when. a s1x by nt_n~ rnch ellrpso1dal
spotlrght (contammg Rosc@lar Surprise (!) Pink color media) fel! from
the light pipc directly over the front
row wher·e our eriti e was engaged
in taking notes on Brian Keane's
performance. Kosewski was-·pronounced d~.?d i:lt the scene although
his left.eye was stiil watchingthe
performance.
Burial will take place as soon as
the Observer can afford it (funerals
are not considered cost-effedive},
and as yet, no one at all has been
· reach~d for ~ommen.t. -

Last night, a tragic misunderstanding cost one highly respected
student his life. Security found
Scott Porter, co-president of the
Student Senate, dead in his room,
while ·investigating neighbors 'reports of suspicious soiJhds. Dressed
in black lace stockings, stiletto heels,
and a daring two-piece black negligee, Scotthad slamm~d his head
violently in his closet door, erushing
his skull and ruining his make-up.
The brief message smeared on the
mirror in flourescent orange llpgloss te !Is it all: Tel/ Mark 1/oved
him. It seems that Scott panicked
when he heard that the Observer,
in this issue, was planning to reveal
details of a recent operation he had
undergone in the Hegeman Biology
Lab. Sadly, his overreaction to this
inaccurate"rumor of politically crippling exposurc ca·n·not be reversed.
!f only he had known that that [tem
had been .cut,( on the grounds that
eunuchs are not particularly newsworthy ) , the Bard Commünity
could have been spared the tainted
notoiiety of this suicide! No funeral
arrangements have been made yet;
B & G has impounded the body as
collater_al until Scott 's family pays
-the fine for the damaged closet door.
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Bill Rosborough looks on while
natives with sombreros relax
in the shade of a palm tree,
turkeys nestin the L(ndergrowth,
anda /arge. turtle takes in the sun.

A few weeks ago in the
Dining Commons, I was pursuing
the vast array of brightly colorcd
jello in my· usual state of institutional semi-stupor when my
un'suspecting eye fell upon an
object which caused me to recoil
in horror. Crouching in a bed
of crisp, green lettuce was a ..
stout and pugnacious-loking
turtle·. A placard next to the ·
turtle warned: Watch out for
the turt/e. He bites. I was
unnerved, but I stood my ground
and ·took a closer look. Lo
and behold, the turtle was not
real, but made entire.ly of cucumber and canta/oupe. What the
devil?
A brief inquiry revealed that
.
this turtle was the handiwork
of Saga Head Chef Bill Rosborough. As it turns out, Billy {as
he is widely known) has been
building animals for seven or
eight years. His repetoire ineludes turtles, pen~uins, swans,
turkeys, whales, mrce and butterchip castles. He started out
with simple garnishes such as
radish flowers and tomato
roses, but his style soon became
more elaborate. Sections of
ripe olive now form wings for
hard-boiled egg penguins, brboin
bristles give a mouse a nice set
of whiskers, and fresh pars/ey
a/so makes a good moustache
for a mouse, Most of Billy's
inspirations have popped up spon-

taneouslx during occasional qulet
moments in th~ kitchen. A steady
hand, a good knife arid itnaginatidn
is what tt takes. ·
13ard students genera/ly
react favorabJy to the suprise
appeara.nce of these creatures.
The kids enjoy them. A lot of
peop/e want to take them home.
Some peop/e miss them when .
I cjorl t make any for a while.
Btllls animals are entirely edible
·and r:qn-toxic you jus{have to
watch out for the toothpicks
he savs. He suspeets that so,.;,e
animals which have disappeared
unaccounted- for have been
eaten· by students. Säga Manage·r-,-J im Ga vin, also approves of Billy' s
efforts: When he makes them, I
think th ey' re great. I wlsh he
had time to do them mare often.
They make things look a lot nicer.
Now for instanceJ if honey-dew
· me/ons are out or seasan and
they east $4.00 apiece, I dun' t
want Billy cutting them up to
make turt/es. But otherwise
!'d /ike to see mare animals.
Future plans? I hope to
make a big cornucopia out of
dough and chicken wire sometime
this fa/1. lf I cou/d get ho/d of
some blockice, /'d /Jke to try
an ice scu!pture, but thät's a
very tricky business. One s/ip
· · .· ·
and that 's it.
Students should keep a
sharp eye out for th~se . imique
and often shy anirnals. ·As
Pierre Gremaud, natural scientist,
said, Science can not expiain
'them.
Stuart F. Brown

So J im my Carter 's the President?
I laughed and stood up fast,
back to fill my glass and sit again.
So Gerald Ford 's the president?
J sighed and shrugged my shoulders
and went to' buy some wine for dinner.
So Eugene McCarthy 's the president?
I clapped and walked .upstairs,
leaving a trail of melting icecubes.
So Marce: Marceau 's the president?
I stood and walked against the wind,
-!eaving theatr~ tic_ket?"and an after dinner drink.
So Willie May 's the president?
1 hurried from the spotlight
and found a seat with johnny Walker.
Sõ now I 'm the president?
I laughed and st()?d .up fast,
back to fill my glass and sit again.
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Nights
of
-Bliss
J

i

NOV. 12--REEFER MADNESS
pius other shorts, such as BAMBI
MEETS GOOZ ILLA, THE INTERVIEW (LENNY BRUCE), WHAT
IS COMMU NISM, and more.
Should be an hysterical evening.

NOV. 14--THEBLUE ANGEL--,

an earl'>:' film by Joseph von Sternberg, With ~arlene Dietrich (in ·
one or her T1rst screen pertor·
mances), and one of the director's
best. A visual, almost surrealistic
treat. ·
,
·
' ·
NOV. 16-THE INCRED/BLE
SH RINKING MAN--One of the
best sei-fi filrhs of the 50's , and

~~:r ~f the best.~f the u B'~

NOV .19

·

(Rolling Stone). Director Ken-

·: .. ~-=-~=-=-=-=

TARGETS-- directed. ·"'-;.~

neth Anger has rcportediy fireg Led
Zeppelin 's lead gu itarist as sound- \
track composer for the film, Lucifer
Rising. Anger ela ims Jim my Page· ..
has only delivered 28 minutes of
taped m usi,c in three years.
:
Anger told a British newspaper
he hadn 't seen Page since j une and
that the way he has been behaving ·
is totally contradictory to the '
teachings of Aleister Crowley, the
English occultist/magician whose
teachings provided the spatk for
the film.
·
.
Anger said he's beginning to
think. J immy's dried up as a musician and that hc's got no themes,

no inspirations, no melodies.
Anger has worked on the Lucifer
Rising film for most of the last n ine
years. M ick jagger once con.tributed
a synthesizer soundtrack and flirted
with the notian of playing Lucifer,
but Anger enlisted Page after meeting the fellow disciple at an aUction
of Crowley books in 1973. ~ According toa repprt in Rolling Stone,
Anger is now serious.ly questioning
whether to use a musician from the
rock world because he says it seems
Iike most of today' s music is savage.

by Peter Bogdanovich, is probabTy=
·his best film. It stars Boris Karloff
and has a dazzling elimaxata - :·
drive-in theater showirig old
Karloff films: Recommended.

Hot off the wi'res of RUTH
WEST' s dentures, this hot item:
PETER KOSEWSKI, president of
the Bard Gay Community (''Oh,
that president of the Bard Gay ·
Community"), was spotted leaving
the Annandale Hotel with a nubile
young female. Kosewski 's only
comment was "Christ! Don t teil
Lee Magee." ·
·
Over a burned blintz at Kl ine
Commons the other day, JI LL
ERICKSON was informed that
her lust for material wealth was
getting out of hand. ''Weil "she
said," Birthdays <tlways brtng out
the worst in me. "

NO/. 21--MACUNA/MA (/UNGLE
·FREAKS)
.
·
NOI. 23--FOOL/SH WIVES
(7922} One of Eric von Stro.
heirn's best films," made even
mare complex by the flamboyant
perversity of his ·personality '
(Sarris).
..

NOI. 30--KJSS ME DEADL Y
Robert Aldrich films the hoia:"
ca'ust. The bleakest American
film since Stroheim's Greed.
From the best-seller by Mickey
Spillane.
DECEMBER 3--EVERY MAN FOR
0

filMSELF ANDGODAGA/NST

·fe a~ -L"~~,~~%ra~ci;~fitsi~rrWs ·~ ·
1

seem silty to explain.
DEC. 5--RASHOMON--The
japanese elassie and one of the
greats!
DEC. 7--TOUCH OF EVIL
Directed by the master Orson
Weil es, this is the new 1 complete
versibn of his extra,orainary
incarnation of joe McCarthy.
It is about a hotJeyrnoon turned
nightmare and stars' a east that
must have appeared via nightmare: Weil es, .Charlton Heston,
Janet Leigh, Marlene Dietrich,
Ak im Tamirroff, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Dennis Weaver, & mo re.
DEC. 10-- TOUT VA BIEN-by jean Luc Godard
DEC. 12--A WALK IN THE

SUN (SALERNO BEACHEAD)

1946 Lewis Milestone
DEC. 14--THE MAN WHO
KNEW TOOM UCH- one of·
the first films that sailed Alfred
Hitchcock into the eyes .of i
millions, suspensefully .(1935).
DEC 17-- STATE OF S/EGEDirected by Costa Gavras, the
man who made Z, and recently
SPECIAL SECTION. This is
another chilling and suspensefuf
political melodrama, similar to
Z in its power. It was banned.
in several countries (and stiil
·
is in some}. Recommended.
Other shows to be sceduled:
.
SWEET MO V/E- an intense
mixture of everythingÖrecommended.

ROBERT NELS( N SHOW

pl us shorts such as st.
LOU IS BLU ES, JAMMING
THE,BLU ES, AND FLASH
GOROON.
.
Also keep your eye out for some
very special suprises!
.
.
·Film History, screenings do' not
appear on this list. They are on
Wednesday, 7:30 Only!
All screenings listed appear in'
Sottery at 7:30 and 10:00.
Compliments,
Film Committee
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Two weeks later .... the
. faculty was informed that an
outra[Jehad just been committed
in the Col/ege dining hall. While
the students, with a visiting
clergyman1 were at dinner, Mr-.
Parkersan arose dnd made a ·
violent speech, in Which he ·
""·~-- R.~bin -J."C'""a;.:c;jj · -·~·-= ·· ~rorCibly dend/Jneid teT!-tafes,
and then ... he and Messrs.,
Speirs; Larom, Ha/lack, and Geer
rushed vio/ently upon Mr. Wicks,
~ 1
dragged him out of the hall,
carried him to the pump and
pumped cold water all over him .. :
We all know about the Bard
The reasan was to punish Mr.
tradition of fierce individuality
Wicks for informing the Warden
and non-conformism, especially
of the cases of drunkenness that 1
in showdawns with the adminis, had occured. After the involuntration. ThiS; gloria us trad ition

Wine-ot

is mare than a century old; it
goes back to the early days of
St. Stephen's.
From the pen of .George
B. Hopson ( yes, tha( s who it' s
named for) comes an incredible ·
anccdote. Besidcs his duties
as Professor of Lati n, George.
had the unenviable job of keeping the faculty minute book.
Most of it was tedious work:
checking attendance at meetings,
listing exam grades, 'etc. But some
students made sure that George' s
pen had some livelier events to
record.
In February of 1879, a
group of fifteen students went
on a sleigh:ride to Rhinebeck.
They stayed to have supper at
a local hotel-probably the Beekman Arms-and broke College ·
regulations by having wine with
their meal. Worse yet, some of
them actually went into the bar,
where they partook of intoxicating liquors. Not too surprisingly, th.ey got drunk. When.

tary shower, a fight broke out,
but the guilty parties were soon
ha uted before the faculty.
They were not particularly sorry
about the incident. lnstead, they

· showeda very defiant spirit,
aqd g/oried in their deed.
Meanwhile, the famous
letter began to have repercussions. ·
Hopson received a message from
the Dean of the General Thealagieal Seminary. A /etter has ·

been rece/ved here stating that
fifteen of your students went
recently on a "drunk" and that
only three returned in a condition
to be ab/e to take care of themselves.
·
i

The father of one of the
students involved contacted
Hopson, assuri ng him that the
situation had been exaggerated.

Of the fifteen, three were drunk
four drank more than they ought~
and that eight were perfectly
sober.
Hopson reported, I made no
comments.
· A second letter came from
the Dean. It seemed that there
had been some exaggeration.

they returned to the Col/ege about
two o' ck?ck, some of the number
were so much intoxicated that
they had to be carried to their
rooms. That was only the beginning. A certain Walter Wicks
decided to write a Ietter to the
administration, revealing his.. class.mate's scandalous beh'avior.
As a result1 all those involved
were punished and publicly
scolded for their behavior.
~ '

Seven were drunk-four soberand four unc!assified.
·
. l"!eanwhile, Hopson scolded
Wicks for his trouble-making
letter. To be branded as a drunkard is a very serious thing. He
even went as far as to say I can
i

sympathize with persons who
look with contempt on tattlers.

There are strange goings on
in the KELLOGG LIBRARY., ·
It began on October 25 when
TODD McCUlLOUGH~ha.ppened
upon an unidentified party commit~
ting anunnatural act in the bindcry.
The very next day, MARK '
CAlLAHAN inadvertently opened
the door to the Kellogg-Hoffman .
tunnel in Level 1 to find an unideritified duo indulging in a bit of pre-maroi
tal bliss on the cement floor. Quite
·
soon thereafter, a sophomore lit ·
major, too embarassed to. be name(!
was harrifed to dfscover a pair of '
drama majars attempting to" lay a
moon" on the >erox machine. We
would I ike toadvisethat persons whoshould happen upon like circumstances
refrain from informing EVELYN
DAYTON.
Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh. The
Division of Languages aQd Literature
is planning to offer a cciursc entitled
F.ROM SHELLEY TO 'KE,LL Y. As
it' will be offered as a study of two
significant romantics, D ISHWATER
is suggesting that the title be slightly
spoonerized to read SHEATS TO
KELLY.
For the second time in
recent weeks, thieves entered
Ludlow-Willink Hall this time
remaving the bottle of Heather
Proteelive Protein , a nail polish
manufactued by DuraGlow.
Mysterious appearances' are not
covered by College theft i nsur,ance, and it seems unlikely
that the telephone operator 's
losses will be made good.
But George was a tolerant
man, and he understood that
Wicks' motives were sincere and
pious. fle was moved with a

desire to arrest a great evi/.
The perpetrators of that
great evi! were publicly admonished by thefaculty. s·adly;

-they werc'"unrcpenf;in'f."-~Parker~ -:
son, the ringleader, was dismissed"" -·
from the college. R6boü.om, · "
one of the brawlers, was suspended
for a month. Hallock, Larom,
Graser, and Speirs disp/ayed

a

spirit of resistance to co/!ege .
authority. They werc suspendedindefinitely. Th ey also received
a certain number of dernerits,
, whi.ch were recordedalong with
therr grades.
Several of them hiüi been
in trouble before. Robottom h~d
previou~ly bcen accused of havfnfi

partaken of intoxicating /iquors
ata hote/ in Rhinebeck. Speirs
was mare imaginative in his wrong~
doings. He was one of a group of
stud~nts suspected of building

bonfires and ringing the col/ege
bell at midnighl'. .. and also
dragging a 90w into ärient Hall.·
.
The campus was in an uproar.
· Several petitions were circulatcd .
on. behalf of -the suspended sti.J- · .
dents. The administration decided
to take drastic.steps in dealing
with the siuation. In view of

the excited state of fee/ing . . . it
was reso/ved to give the students
a vacation of two weeks.
Eventually , the suspended
students were re-instated-after
sincere apologies, of course. . '
Speirs was required to sign a
pledge to abstain from all intox-

icatlng /iquors during the remainder of my col/ege course.
That spring, Wicks graduated
probably to everyone's relief.
The next year, several of the
"culprits ''followed. One of
them was'Hallock. In true nonconforinist tradition, he d id the
unexpected, graduating first in
his class, and with honors.
This story is true .. Nothing
has been changed to proteet the
innocent. lf any reader can firid
a moral here, he is welcome to it. ·

.. -
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- ~ .titie c~f, In the Morning~(wht
· Au_cj~ Stein smoothing in some
.,_ '. nice.fiddle- work), and Help
Yourse!f. Actually, my favori.te
compositian on the album is San
Antonio on the second side, but '
somehow David Campbell (who
.DANCE
should be chained up somewhere)
PURE PRAIR!E LEAGUE
got the strangest notian that
RCA APL/-7924
· covering up the band with
The most recent ·effort from
. strings isa mark of the big time
our friends, The Pure Prair"ie League
or something~ and hetotally
leaves.a little to be desired. ,As
r.uifled it. Adding strings to
a matter of fact, it would seem they
country rock is like cutting
put very little effort at all into ·
· good flake with Sleep-Eez .. The
it. Danc'e falls far short of the
effects are not only contradicPPL's established reputation.
,. tory, they' re a downright nauAs usual, their harmonies are
seating combination. San
sUperb, the pedal steel work
Antonio isa beautifully sad song,
of Joh n Da'vid Ca li is Ur;tf!l isbut I can hardly hear Call's
.
.takable (especially in the explo~
steel crying through the desert· ·
sive opening of Tornado Warning),
over the damn orchestra ove.rdub.
_yet that magic pick-me-up quality
Two other songs that might
of their previous releases is connot've be~n half bad before the
spicuously absent. I am sitting
remix, All the WayJ featuring
here listening to the Pure Prairie
the best harmonies of the
League, to be sure, but for so me
Prairie Dog Choir and Fade Away
reasan ~and here 's what has me
are similarly destroycd. I ~trongly
all hung op about the d ise - I 'm
suspect Campbell of having
1 gettirig no energy lift. Tberc
been paid off tp s~bolage this
is no forebrain stimulation bomdisc and lowcr the energy level
bard ing me from the headof American Youth.
phones, just a little tingle someStiil~ for some inexplicable
where around the cerebral cortcx.
reason~ ther ,' are a couple of
In short, the album seems to be
cuts that come through just !ike
· . a good freeze on the first taste,
the PPL we used to'know. Tornabut beware--it fails to dcliver
do Warning, which I have allthe buzz.
ready mentioned, and Al! the
Now I happen to I ike a
Lonesome Cowboys are good,
·
daily snootful of good assupbeat double-time dandng rock.
kicking steel guitar and fourWatch for one of these on the
part harmonies. It gets me out .
AM/j ukebox scene, th ey' re· decent,
of bed'in the morning; it gets me
and they just might sell the album.
up in the evening; it makes me
And kudas for John David Call
want to dance all night. Dance
on Cotfishin! He has brought '
laeks this quality. Most of the
the dobro to rock & roll, and
problem is a lack of good materit is good. \
·
ial, wi~h the exception of the
jack King
. I

'DANCEII
Dance Theatre JJ presented the

~o~ork

ofsix student choreographers
..vho showed their works for•the ·
oirst time this semester. · Largely
:he pietes were abstract and hard
to follow, but if you were willing
to abandonthe notian that dance
is defined by the likes of Swan
Lake or The Red S/10es, that movement for movement's sake can be
interesting, then Dance Theatre 11 ·
was ~omprehensible: it was a d is-.
play of the translatian of color
1
feeling, inner rhytlim and light~.
heartedne~,s into body language.
Clio Pavlantos presented her
conceptian of the sculptures of
~enry .Moore. U.sing four dancers,
1t was 1mpossible not to feel that ·
y?u were watching a slow moving
p1cture. · There was confusion as
:to why Ms. Pavlantos had her
dancers running around and nearly
colliding: she may have wanted to
shock the audience by means of ·
sJdden, dynamic change. lf this
was the case, then Ms. Pavlantos
accomplished what shc set out to
do.
. Tanya Lcahky presented wo.rk
In progress, an extended solo .
:
danced to the music of Webern
that was based upon the feelings
of flow in movement. Th ere was
no discernab!e pattern (or non- .
patter.n), but then again, it was a
work 1n progress.
. . .
Judy Bobrow set out to expenment with the cblors orange
an.d green, the colors ofautumn.
Be&inning with this simple motivatlon, sne showed us what she had
discovered about these colors. It
w~s an interestin8 idea: was it any-·
thmg more than mteresting?
"·The Motion of the OceanH was
brought to you by Nina Phi!lips,who
gave the mo,st energetic performance of the evening. Though it
was brief, it took a great d eal of
courage,to stand up, dö the same
movement ten times,and then take
· a. curtq.in call. Next time 1 we would .
ltke to see what sh·e can ao with
several movements at once.
The final piece of Dance Theatre
11," Excerpt from Rhapsody in B
Minor" was choreographed by
Rena Smolski. e< Excerpt" developed fully the light, comi.:: sense
that was hinted at in her previous
" Reality Drips." This rather enchanting piece was the most tradi- ·
tional of the evening's offerings.
The sense of body reacting to music
was maintainea as was the interest
of the audience.
A few production· notes: Clio
Paviantos sang the accompaniment
to j udy Bobrow's choreography
thu~ emph~sizing the effectiveness
of ltve mus1c.' Most of the dancers
maintained their conce'ntration but
failed to project any essential
energy .to their aUdlence. Housed
in .the new studia on Blithewood
. Road, Dance Theatre J! was. ham:
. pered by bad sightlines, makeshift
lighting a,nd an almost unfor~iveable
sound sy,stem .. We were rcmmded
of the ever-present question,
"When wifl the new theatre be
finished??''
K~ristir Bundescn

a

a

GOODFREEZE
BUTNOBUZ Z
I

Inspired, by the Chorcography
of Reclining Figures ,
She's being stillas possibie tO be able·ro
.
1
1
rcach. Wavering feet. This dance is inspired
.
•
by the sculpture of Henry Moore. These are reclining figures,
women, close family, body temple statements, not social dancers .. .'
Each that shares space. Space that shares each. Shor~s.
·
Space that reaches h.ands arms legs all thL" body that touches. aware.
Stomach. Sweep of delicate arm . .Some cradled hands.
Perfect sculpture or dance and no one· is home. So enjoy. ·
Those complex arrangements to be maqe: This home of family.
The difficulty of keeping it together with' nothing to do.
Aliving space along her back filled, lovingly supported.
.
Sharing of this. j ust this harmony. These clear movements
of the sea. Scatter in such a change to all side$. Got to go outside. ·
This is all so back and forth. Missing shoulders. So very tircd.
Return to place. Sound of feet, light vibration 1 deep breaths.
Clothed in rcd 1 magenta purple and golden patterns. ScUiptor
· of serene blue, these redining figures together at rest. Om.
CharliP. Ff'\;

AUNT AGGIE
A UNT AGG!E'S GU/DE TO OLDFASH!ONED CABBAGE COLLECTJNG
.
H/PPER and ROGUE
. 7976 27pps.
A long awaited book iJl th.e '
formidable !ine of How to Make
an Antique has just come into the
office. No one's here to review it.
Dr. Bishis out watering the t~ad
stools by moonlight 1 Rumer Mil!
{author of the ever-popular.Dishwater) has left str i et instructions · ·
not to interrupt the present ~ar
to-thc-ground expeditioh. Ells'#Orth P. Squeaze.r has lik'ewise
retreated homewards tQ the funera! parlor for the night. Deadline's tommorrow and .someoJ1e
must review it so the editor takes
a chanee on me; gloria fiddles- . ·
worth, c;:opygirl cxtraordinare.
Perusing 'the pil:ges of this handsome volume we find a wealth of
useful information such as the ·
chapter 3, The art of assembling
Treosure Island mobiles, chapter ·
52, How to Buy Plum Colored
G/oves and chapter 79 1, Why is it
North?
:,
A special word mustherebe
addressed to the fans of Art-Deco
anq Art-Nouveau. Please.do not
faiJito view this booki You will
be charmed by the lovely iflustra~
tions whi<;.h the Society of Decoratlve Living has stolen for the
occasion of the book's first printing. The imitation of Mucha 's
famous" Ljidy With a Camel!ia"
that accompanics the opcning qf
Chapter 12, Con You Tel/ a Female Katydid from a Male? wi!l
thrill all lovers of art.
My only real grievance with this
book re9ts with Chapter 120, How
to Start a Commune for Migrant ·
Workers. Here "Aunt Aggic" seems
to go astray with the comment,
The graffitti of California can never
touch that of N. Y. City. This subjective viewpoint is totally out of
keeping with her esscntial thcsis; that
essential theses are useless.
·
With the excepti'on of this minor
sl ip the book is truly a new inspira~
tion in the current catalogue craze
and should be read by anyone
seeking answers to the question
Will Friday ever eerile again?
I

.g.f.
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Yuppa!Yuppaf
.

crooned Aileen Passloff

Chaos ... apologies
~rinched Peter Skiff
~

1
~

.

Route 9G · ·
swole Tom Redmond

...... read it religiously
;quipped

( . . · .. .

Leon

Botstein

~ho;ps .. .. . .)

mo,oned Thea Jolosky

~
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TURI< EY

HUMP,ER
It isa toUgh play by
lsracl Horowitz that demands
the dramatic_tcnsion ofan
Albce ZOO STORY. Directed
by FreJrick Howard, THE IN-

D/AN WANTS THE BRONX ·
featun~d

three good performers
bound together by a theatrical
conceptian of the play.
In the beginning, it was all
· very weil paced, but in time,
motivations seemed to be lack, ing. We saw Murphy and joey,
a kind of street-p-unk vaudeville teani in constant search
for an ~udience, and we needed
to see a Big Surprise when Murphy and joey discovered that
the lndian, to whom they had
been playi~g, understood no ·
English: th(m Murphy and joey
and their relationship would be
comprehensible. They area
vaudeville team that can 't get alon'g off-stage.
.Th-ere isa kind of false bravado that bindsMurphy and )oey
that never came through in the
performance. As a conseq uence.
C e Strikin:~ ! ? Ol ; ~il~UKC: of 1'-J~y.'s
"talk ''with the Indian was not
clear: it just wasn 'ta clearly
dramatic change.
Bud Ruhe, as Joey, was
quite effective in his role, though
Bill Briwa, as Murphy, was a
little too well-scrubbed, a
little too unacquainted with
"fuck you" as an epithet and
not as an order t.o have been too
convincing. Garwood, the Indian
of the title, performed with much
focus and economy. We are told
. that this is Fred HowarCf 's first
effort at directing. Good staging,
·good casting, lots of good decisions.
As a first eftort, it was reaily
·
quite fine..
\ Peter Kosewski

VARIATION
ISAT,HEME
On the night of the election a
number of people were not huddled
before their TV sets listening to the
returns. lnstead, they were filling
all available seats at Brook House to
Jisten to Bruce Wolosoff's piarlo recital. The hallmark of the evening
was contrast and diversity, not only
between the pieces, but within the
individ ual work s themsel ves. The re
was silenee preceding Bach 's
Prefude and Fugue in B~flat Minor,

the first piece in the program.
When it was begun, the audience
became last in private reveries that
matched the tone of the music.
lt was evident that both performer
and listener were deeply absorbed
in the thoughtful calm of the music.
With the first few chords of the
second piece, Beethoven's Sanata
in E-f/at Major, a contrast was ap-·
parent. Beginning w_ith a lively
allegro, the sonata is halaneed be~
tween a light melody and a louder"
more complicated theme that runs
up and down the scale "!'ith c,onsiderable pomp. For thrs revrewer
at !east the sanata was the high- .
light of the recital, though a certain
feel i ng of exaggeration crept
through, and we heard one person
comment, That's a very unusual
way to play Beethoven.

After intermission, Wolosoff
play ed what _was eertai nly .the most
· unusual musrc of the evenmg:
Piano Variotions (1930) ?f Aaron
Copland. Variations b~gms slowly
.Continued on Page 9
Page.8

philosophies, or the thcmes, cxplored
seemed somcwhat surprised at the
in it wcre rnore playful than serious.
reaction of the audience {i.e. Why
in the world are they laughing now~
There were some ambiguities in the
production which_led me to believe
But the audiencc was surprised too.
l'm wondering how many people
that this was not fully considered in .
Fortunately, the laughter changed
at Bard this past Saturday sat on
the handling .of the play. At times,
its tonc quickly. The initial derisive
their tushes, compla.inihg of monpI saw echoes of last semester's prorespcinse which greeted the peculiar.
tony and boredom -trying to deeide
·- duction of A Midsummer Night
"asides" that certain characters
whether to get high;-or get drunk, ·
Dream (there was a replica ofPuck
suddenly went off Into, changed
or get both. l'in·wondering if they
scampering across stage, and a
its tone into one of enjoyment
knew that there were four different
similar stag1ng of the fairy daricc
when it was reaH~ed, both on the
perfo.rmances that took place aL
from that play). Weil, after all, I
part of the audience and the actors,
Bard on Saturday -two in the
that part of the style of the play
guess that ambiguity is the stuff of
dance studia, two in Preston. As I
dreams .... and dreams the stuff
was meant to bc melodramatic.
sat waiting for the play to begin in
of plays?
To put it in Bard AMDDF terms,
: Cathy Williams
Prestan Saturday night, I was imit worked. Weli, most of the time.
'
agining the dancers at one end of
1 had some reservations about things
'the campus who had probably just
like actors 'tY.alking offstage backfinished their. performance and were
wards in synchronized rhythm, or
exchanging their leotards for strcetillustrating certain passages of monoThe jump taken from 17th cenclothes, while the actors and actress~
logues with exaggerated hand and
to 20th century drama was a
tury
es a:t the other end wcre stiil rushing
arm gestures that bccame so literal
/f I Were Freedorn, a pocm~
orie.
big
into the last pieces of their stage
at times that I was reminded of the
play by Ruth Krauss; followed on
costumes·, maybe taking a last gasp
techniques used in the real perils-ofthe beels of Lifeisa Dream Satur- '< ,
at their scripts, waiting for their
paüline-typc melodramas of the
day night, making it quite a full
performance to bcgin. Weil, so
_
19th century.
evening of drama - perhaps too
much for my wonderings and
I do think the play was a
much to try and absorb all in one
imaginings. . .
· peculiar -one. It seemed bogged
night. Anyway, a e hange of pace
The setting in Preston Saturday
down a lot in cumbersome and
feeling swept in when the six
and
night for the drama department's
lengthy narrativcs, not all of which
performers in this piece filtered on
production of Lifeisa Dreaf!1 -I tho ught were necessary. The re,
stagc in colorful costumes, chanting
a 17th century Spanish playwright}
was one point late in the play when
unusual harmonies with cach other.
Calderon de la Barca, puts us· in
a character meritioned that some- · _
What I think I enjoycd most
Poland (yes, Poland. You figure
thfng-or-other was a" long story"- , '
this show was the fact that
about
it out.): a breathless traveler in
the audience moancd slightly in
thcre were six performers who were
disguise rush es·in, th ere is an
anticipation of what that meant.
working with each other, and with
ominous set of cliffs anda tower
The character said it could w-ait unthe music, the props, the specch
in the background with a prisoner
til later- the audiencc sighcd with
rhythms, the rnovemenL It was far
chained inside. Later wc meet a
rclief.
frombeinga one-man show.
king wit)1 his .. handsome, deferenThe inconsistcncrcs of the script/
, The poetry which made up the
tial" courtiers. Sure sound s !ike a
·bquncing betwcen introspective ·
mostly
used
was
play
this
of
text
deeent set-up for a dream. But
passages and melodramatic, exagin individual !ines. These !ines then
wait, that prisoner in the tower is
gerated action - seemed to d isturb
· were taken both individually and
no poor d istresscd d am sel. (No,
·the actors' concentration. i.e. What
collectively by the performers
it's Super Savage! The only articudo we do while this guy's giving a
untif they had a particular and
late half man, half bcast 17th cen2 page monologue?One solution
significance. And even
recognizable
tury Polish philosopher you~ll
actors
that was used was to fix the
probably ever find.) No, actually
better, that meaning was communiin statue-like positions. The courtcated clearly to the audience. One
its Segismundo, the east out son of
iers and court ladies, for example,
a king, isolated from society and
· mom~nt I real ly liked was when
spent a great deal of their time
the court because of the savageness
Catherine Askue took the !ines
posed as statues with deadpan exabout Sir Walter and the cloak .
of his nature. And that young boy
pressions on their faces. Neftali
who rushes onstage with his fool,
which had qlready been done by
rytartinez, in the role of Segismundo,
is no ordinary traveler. No, Clo.C. Brotherhood. Sh e made those
J
seemed the one best ab le to deal
taldo, its your long tost daughter
· lines into a completely different
with this problem. Perhaps it was
come seeking revenge on the man
story and experience that was
partly because of the nature of his
who wronged her. The plot thickens. character that he was able to conjust as identifiable as J .C. 's version
The king believes, on one hand,
of it was.
sistcntly and ~en!Jinely respand to
that the iil omens and prophecies
· I was agreeably surprised by
the other characters. His presence
· both the use and the tone quality
which surrounded his son's birth
onstage was certainly vivid. A
may weil prove to be true, the re, of the actors' singing voices. · Th ey ,
, scene that I thought was successful
workcd so welt together! And, they
sult being death for him and de- .
in this sense occurred when Segisworked with the music -and the
struction for his empire. But on
mundo was first introduced to the
manners and habits of the court.
poetry -'and the movement The
the other hand, there's always fr~.e
I was more convinced of the ridiinfluence of Elizabetn Swados and
will - man's ability to dictate his
culousness of _the courts pompous
own fate. After all, the stars aren't
Sabina Nordoff on the play was
behavior than that of Segismundo's.
always right. The plan then: the
deeply and appreciatively apparent. .
When he threw a courtier out the
king shall free n is son from priso"n
Because the individual styles of
window, I was ready to applaud
for a day, tell ·him of his birthall six actors were brought ·out on
him. It was ridiculous, it was unright, see how he reacts. ' lf it
stage, it seeme~ that there was an
doesn't work, eh, weil, just throw
realistic, but it was great. Of course,
endiess 'variety of possibilities that
how else would a man who'd been
him back in prison and teil him it
could have come out of this piece.
locked in a tower all his life react
was alla dream.
What was there was a good deal of
1fthis sounds !ike a description
to the superfl uous pleasantries eX:energy, adireet and flamboyant
ofa melodrama, it's because I think
pected in court?
style, anda strong feel[ng that
the pla{really was, in fact, a meloI think that one of the mai n
growth and transition was occurring
drariia. At first, I think the actors
points of Lifeisa Dream is that the
and could continue to occur.
Cathy Williams ,
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Greetings,

in an ominous tone that can only
be described as reminiscent of a
chase sequence in modern dance.
This seleetian drew the most
thusiastic response from the
audience.
' ·· ·
,..
. Last on th~ program_ was
Schumann's Etudes Symphoniiwes
which was somehow reminiscent of
the opening Bach prelude. After
considerabte, enthusiastic applause,
Wolosoff played BrahmsRhapsody
.
in G-minor as an encore.
On the whole it was an excellent
performance, judging by audience
reaction alane. Wolosoff's playing
made it quite clear that he knew
what he was about, though his interpretations did suggest some
exaggeration. It is, though, very
safe to say that the Wolosoff recital
was considcrably more interesting
than the election.
Robin Carro/l
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Continu~d from Page 8

To the Editor:
l would !ike to complain
about the coffee in Dining Commons. It is awful! Don 't they
ever change the filters -I mean
i,t 's stiil the same old grinds. I
am tired of either having the jitters for half a day after drinking
a cup or spending several hours
trying to settle my stomach after
breakfast.. r woultl like to drink
coffee again as I am tired of apricot juice for breakfast.
Yours Truly,
Ruth West

••
•

Rhinebeck. New York

C@!!.nu~dfrorrirage4

My name is Harvey Marcel tn and.
I was informed that my name had
been placed in an ad last"year and
that because it was placed toward
the end term edition, it was too i
lateto receive any response, which
was the case. 1 wish to thank ·the
Observer for the ad by this letter
while at the same timerequest
that you kindly again· enter my
invitation for outside communication.
1 am incarcera'ted in the Green
Haven prison located in Stormville,
New York,and having nofamily or
relatives renders me somewhat confinedas incommunicado in that I
receive no mail or visits. J am in
my twenties, born in Montreat and
my interests are the arts and musiy.
Currently, I attend the college prO,:::
gram given here at night."
'
. lf you will please place my
name in the Observer I would be
very 1grateful; also,·l would like a
subscription very much. With best
regards, I remain:
Sincerely,
Harvey Marcelin
Drawer B - 19959
J
Stormville, N.Y. 12582

Mark Callahan

26 Montgomery Street
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an excellent seasan 'arid ~"en
wor.ththe time and effort which
·the men on the squad put in.
The following team members
will receivc varsity letters and
automatically become members
of theVarsity Club. Veterans:
Dave Fleming, George Dobbs, · ·
Kenny Olmstead, John Saiper, ·
Mark Callahan, Jeff Kinnard,
· Roo k'res: T revor
1ean- Lours.
· Vassey, Monte Browder, Jeff
Taylor. OaVe Kellv. Tom
- Talpv, Danny 0 'Neil Sean
Welch, Steve Spears, Happy.

The Bard Soeeer Team,
known by many differe.nt names,
(Beatniks, Pagans, Mellow"'
tones) finished its best seasan
in a deoade with an 8 wins, 4
losses. and 1 tie record. Considering that Bard lost to
Vassar twice, this record is
excellent., Vassar.,which beat
Bard 6-0 and 7-2, sports a large
squad dominated by foreign
players. In the second.game
aga i nst Vassar, Bard managed
.to stay even with the home
team until the half with two
.
excellent goals by Scott Uthgow.
Scott penetrated the tough
·
Vassar defens~· repeatedly,
seoring twice in the first half
to tie the game at 2-2. But
Vassar roared back with three
quick goals to put Vassar ahead
for good,S-2. Two more goals in
the last few minutes secured a
7-2 final score and Vassar's
·
tenth win of the season. One
interestfng aspect of the BardVassar contest was that it
·
was briefly mentioned in the
N.Y. Times, giving Bard som~
well-deserved attention. Bard
in the sports pages of the
Times?Wait till next year, when
Bard is considering playing soeeer
titans I ike St. Louis U niversity
and Hartwick. This really isn 't
too probable, but in any event
Bard is looking for a 10 win seasan next year with its veteran
team. Only senior forward Ken
Olmsted, is leaving the squad ,
this year, along with the late- ·
startang Tom Talpey, who came
from nowhere to become a substitute forward and utility man. ·
Coach Chariie Patritk was
hi~hly pleased with this year: 's
skllled and dedicated team, and
.he:~s looking for more of the
same next year. All
in all it was
. I.
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IRIIIn•IIMtclc 81orole Shop

"VIsit Your
- ~ _~aleigh P;ro Shop".

11 hat M•rket 81.

We'te an authorlzed Raleigh deafet so you car't be swe that
we' U·always pr011id-& yoi.l with the fl_riest servi9e from· tf'le
time you first buy'yõut Raleigh. bicycle for as Jong as you
it. You won't linda better bicytle than one of the many
h n'IOde'IS an~ you worl't f1nd .a belter piace.. l$- bl,IY -~n e.

CHEZ
MARCEL
ROUTE 9 IN REO HOOK

J.\1'1 i'IJ.\i'UJf\l E
~~
r• tro··r·.._.._...

HAPPY HOUR

HELPWANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
per hou.- while on ·
vacation ~r on weekend."

$3
The

pius
an~

50~

postage
handling. ·

Morgan Press

308 South Dixie
W. Palm Beach, FL 33401
€)The Morgan Press, .1976

.

PRE-MEDS
\

.

Thousands of pre-medical students · will be refused admission this year to U.S. medical schools
due to extremely limited openings. Here is an
alternative:
·

ENROLL IN A 'FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Institute, with its' own tuli-time_ Qffices.in the
U.S. and Europe, offers a comprehensive admis-:- sions and preparatory orogram for qualified
American students seeking admission to foreign
medical and veterinary schools. The Institute has
helped more Americans enter Europe~m medical
schools than any other organization.
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATTON
Chartered by the Regents of the Unlversity of the State of New York
40 E. 54 St. New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089

FRI.DAY

Draughts
Bottled Beer
Sm. Pitcher
Lg. Pitcher
lmported Beer
Mixed Drinks
Wine

4-7

:1 0
.50
.50
1.00
· .75

Sun

12~1

Mon

. 5-1

Tues

12-1

wed ··-,:2-1

Thurs ···"ti-3
·Fri ,_ ·;~t2:3
'Sat' --' " '12.;3

.50

.25

·__ ~::·..r:·· _-.
(

FOOD SERVED UNTIL% HOUR
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The suspec t, Dale J. Pauk,
25 years old of Madison, Conn. ,
was arreste d yester day aftern oon ,
near a Conne cticut Water Comp any
reserv oir in Killin gworth , the
·
· troope rs said.
Thcy said he was loadin g
fieldst ones from the wall into
his truck. They added that
they did not know what heintended to do with the stones .

Get the ~reat new taste
' in moCha, coconut, ·
banana or
strawberry.

TOKY O, Oct. 28 (Reute rs)
The japane se police said today
that 2,489 people had been arrested and $12 milliof1 worth of
drugs seized in a coord inated
nation wide raid agains t homes
and offices .
Those detain ed were suspected of coerci on, gambl ing, .
violati on of laws on firearm s and
weapo n contro l and variau s other
crimes , the police said.
About 225 firearm s, includ ing 30 pistols , were seized . Al so
confis cated we.re 4,360 items, indudin g woode n sword s and pornograph ic magaz ines intend ed for
·
illegal sales.

.30 PROOF AND READY TO GO
Kickers, 30 proof, ©.>l<J.76, Kickers Ltd., I~artford, Conr-i.

KILLI NGWO RTH, Conn. ,
Nov. 2 (AP) A man who the
state police said was trying to
steala stone wall has been
arreste d on crimin al frespa ss and
third degree larceny charge s.

. · BOST ON, Nov. 4 (AP)
A Massa chuset ts judge who ·said
he w4nte d to try coca i ne before
ruling on a case involving the
drug has dropp ed his plans becausc, he said, the propos al

· has taken on the dimensions
of a circus act.

J udge El wood McKe nney of
- Roxbu ry Distric t Court. issued .a
statem ent today throug h his
secret ary, saying , I fee/ that it

wi/1 be impossible for the result to be meaningful, and I am;
therefore, cance/ing the experiment. He added that his de-

cision in the cocain e'poss ession
case agains t Richar d Miller would
be hande d down in the riear future.
J udge McKe nney said last
week that he would not rule ,en
the case until he had tried the
drug. Lawye rs for the defendant argued that.the charge s
be dismis sed, conten ding that.
cocai neisa harmless, non-

addielive recreational drug.

